Abstract
1. Introduction

23
There has been a growing interest in the study 24 and understanding of the behavior of the memory 25 hierarchies in the past years. The reason is the essen-26 tial role they play in the performance of modern 27 computers, mainly because of the increasing differ-28 ence between main memory and processor speeds. 29 One of the most effective ways to reduce the impact 30 of this difference is the usage of memory hierarchies 31 with one or, more typically, several level of caches. 32 The first approach to study the behavior of these 33 systems was the usage of trace-driven simulations 34 [1] . This approach, while very accurate, has many 35 drawbacks: difficulty to store the traces, large com-36 puting times, and lack of an explanation for the 37 behavior observed in many cases. The first two 38 problems can be overcome by the usage of hardware 39 counters [2] , but they still offer no explanations 40 about the behavior observed and they are restricted 93 are probabilistic because the number of misses is 94 estimated as the product of the estimated number 95 of accesses by the estimated probability each one 96 of those accesses generates a miss. Such probability 97 is derived from the footprint on the cache of the dif-98 ferent regions accessed between two consecutive 99 accesses to the same line by the reference that is 100 being analyzed. This way, the original PME model 101 in [7] only used probabilities to describe the proba-102 bility an access resulted in a miss, while the number 103 of accesses and the shape of the footprints was fixed. 104 Our extension also uses probabilities to estimate the 105 number of accesses, and to estimate the footprint of 106 the regions that can preclude a reuse in an access. 107 The reason is that references affected by data-depen-108 dent conditionals only take place with a given prob-109 ability. As a result, a new strategy to generate 110 probabilistic miss equations has been developed to 111 deal with these codes. 112 Notice that the PME model provides more infor-113 mation than other analytical models of the memory 114 because it generates an individual equation for each 115 reference and nesting level, and the miss probabili-116 ties are computed adding the contributions of the 117 accesses of the different references found within 118 the reuse distance. This way, a very detailed individ-119 ual analysis for every reference and how it influences 120 the behavior of other references is provided. 121 This paper is structured as follows: The following 122 section provides an introduction to the PME model 123 extensively described in [7] . Then, Section 3 124 describes the scope of application of the new exten-125 sion and its formulation. Section 4 is devoted to the 126 validation of the extended model. A brief review of 127 the related work is presented in Section 5, followed 128 by our conclusions and a discussion on the future 129 work in Section 6.
2. Probabilistic miss equations (PME) model
131
As mentioned in the previous section, the PME 132 model is originally oriented to the modeling of 133 codes with regular access patterns. The model con-134 siders caches of an arbitrary size, line size and asso-135 ciativity whose replacement policy is LRU. It 136 supports both perfectly and imperfectly nested 137 loops with a fixed number of iterations. The model 138 allows several references per data structure and 139 loop, and it requires the indexing functions for the 140 different dimensions of the references to be affine 141 functions of the enclosing loops index variables, 142 which is the most common situation. The model
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143 can also take into account the probability of hit due 144 to the reuse of cache lines in different loop nests, 145 which enables it to model complete codes. Still, 146 the inter-nest reuse modeling accuracy is subject to 147 the fulfillment of certain conditions. 148
The estimation of the number of misses gener-149 ated by the execution of a given code in a certain 150 cache is made separately for each reference in this 151 model. In fact, the model generates a separate equa-152 tion for each loop and for each reference that esti-153 mates the number of misses it generates in that 154 loop. This is modular and it allows the user to know 155 which are the hot spots and references in the code. 156 The model classifies misses in two categories. Com-157 pulsory misses are those that take place the very first 158 time a line is referenced in the code. Interference 159 misses are attempts to reuse a line that fail because 160 the line was evicted from the cache since its previous 161 access. The distinction is reflected in the way the 162 PMEs are built, as each kind of misses is estimated 163 separately. The references that can give place to a 164 reuse are also classified in their turn according to 165 their reuse distance, this is, the portion of code exe-166 cuted since the latest access to the line they try to 167 reuse. The reason is that different reuse distances 168 have associated a different probability of resulting 169 in a miss. The number and type of the different 170 accesses is estimated from the indexing functions 171 of the references and the sizes of the loops. 172
The probabilistic nature of the PME model 173 comes into play when the interference misses are 174 estimated. They are calculated separately for each 175 potential reuse distance, as the product of the 176 number of accesses that could enjoy a potential 177 reuse of a line in the cache with that distance, by 178 the probability each access really results in a miss. 179 The probability is estimated from the cache foot-180 print of those regions that have been accessed since 181 the latest reference to the line, this is, during the 182 considered reuse distance. 183
We will now describe the strategy to represent 184 these footprints and estimate the corresponding 185 miss probabilities and how PMEs are built for refer-186 ences that are not subject to conditional accesses, 187 this is, those considered in [7] . 188 2.1. Miss probability calculation 189 The PME model measures reuse distances in 190 terms of loop iterations. Fig. 1 shows the steps the 191 PME model follows to derive the miss probability 192 associated to a given reuse distance. We will now 193 comment them in turn. [7] . Section 281 3.1 describes the estimation of the area vector for 282 two new access patterns not previously considered. 283 2.1.3. Area vectors addition 284 Interference probabilities are directly obtained 285 from area vectors because in a K-way associative 286 cache, the probability of missing in the cache when 287 trying to reuse a line corresponds to the probability 288 that K (or more) different lines, mapped to the cache 289 set associated with that line, have been referenced 290 since its previous access. This is exactly the first 291 component of any area vector. The other compo-292 nents are also required because several data struc-293 tures may be accessed during a given reuse 294 distance. The PME model estimates the area vector 295 for the accesses to each structure separately and 296 then adds them to calculate the global area vector 297 in the third step of the process depicted in Fig. 1 , 298 the Area Vectors Addition. This way, components 299 not in the first position of their corresponding area 300 vectors may be combined to increase the probability 301 that in the global footprint there are K or more lines 302 mapped to a cache set. The addition of area vectors, 303 whose operand is [, is described in detail in [7] .
304
Condition independent PMEs
305
The PME model numbers the loops in a nest 306 from the outermost one, zero, to the innermost 307 one, Z; and it analyzes the behavior of the refer-308 ences beginning in the innermost loop that contains 309 them and proceeding outwards. This way, the model 310 generates an estimator F i (R, RegIn) of the number 311 of misses generated by each reference R during the 312 execution of each enclosing loop at nesting level i. 313 This PME depends on RegIn, the footprints gener-314 ated by regions accessed in outer loops that may 315 interfere with the reuse of the footprint of R in 316 loop i. 317 Every estimator is a summatory. The first term 318 corresponds to the accesses that cannot enjoy reuse 319 in the considered loop, so it is associated to the 320 misses that are compulsory from the point of view 321 of the loop. The miss probability for these accesses 322 depends on RegIn, the footprint due to accesses in 323 outer loops. The remaining terms correspond to 324 the accesses that can enjoy reuse, there being one
325 term for each different potential reuse distance. 326 Every term is a product of the estimated number 327 of accesses that reuse cache lines with a given reuse 328 distance multiplied by the miss probability associ-329 ated to that distance.
330
A description on how to derive PMEs both for 331 references that can and cannot reuse lines accessed 332 by other references is found in [7] . In order to make 333 this paper more self-contained and help understand 334 our extension in Section 3, we will explain here the 335 construction of PMEs for references that carry no 336 reuse with other references in its loop nest. These 337 PMEs are built as
341 where N i is the number of iterations of the loop at 342 nesting level i, L Ri is the number of iterations in 343 which R cannot reuse lines in this loop, F i+1 (R, Re-344 gIn) is the PME for the same reference R in the 345 immediately inner loop and Reg i (R, n) are the re-346 gions accessed during n iterations of the loop i that 347 may interfere with the accesses of R. The formula 348 reflects that the miss probability for the L Ri loop 349 iterations in which there can be no reuse in this 350 loop, depends on the accesses in the outer loops (gi-351 ven by RegIn), while the miss probability for the 352 accesses in the remaining iterations is a function of 353 the regions accessed during the portion of the pro-354 gram executed between those reuses, which is one 355 iteration of this loop. Notice how the calculation 356 for the PME in level i provides the RegIn argument 357 for F i+1 , which estimates the behavior of R during 358 the execution of the immediate inner loop. 359 Two special cases must be considered when eval-360 uating the PMEs:
gIn), this is, the first element of the area vector 363 associated to the region RegIn. The reason is that 364 the estimator is associated here to a single access 365 in a single iteration of this innermost loop. 366 • When the outermost loop is reached, the input 367 region for F 0 (R, RegIn), which estimates the total 368 number of misses generated by R in the nest, is 369
RegIn total , an imaginary region that covers the 370 whole cache and that generates a miss probability 371 one. The reason is that the PMEs propagate this 372 region as RegIn for those accesses that carry no 373 reuse at all in the nest and which, as a result, 374 are compulsory misses for the nest. 375 376 Since the indices of the references are affine func-377 tions of the enclosing loop variables, the accesses of 378 every reference R have a constant stride S Ri associ-379 ated to the loop i. Consequently, the number of dif-380 ferent lines that are accessed in N i iterations with 381 stride S Ri , can be calculated as
where L s is the number of array elements a cache 385 line holds. This L Ri value corresponds also to the 386 number of iterations in which the accesses of R can-387 not reuse lines brought to the cache by previous 388 accesses in this loop. The remaining N i À L Ri itera-389 tions can exploit either spatial or temporal locality, 390 with a reuse distance of a single iteration of the con-391 sidered loop.
3. Modeling of condition dependent references
393
The modeling strategy described in the preceding 394 section is valid for codes without conditional sen-395 tences, which is the scope of application of all the 396 previous works in the bibliography, as we will see 397 in Section 5. Only Vera and Xue [9] has considered 398 codes with conditional sentences, but it is restricted 399 to conditions on the loop indices, which are com-400 pletely predictable and analyzable off-line and 401 which tend to follow quite regular patterns. In prac-402 tice, many codes include data-dependent condition-403 als whose outcome depends on computations made 404 at run-time, and where the pattern of the condition 405 is highly irregular. As a result, the references 406 affected by those conditions exhibit very irregular 407 access patterns that no model has managed to ana-408 lyze following a modular and systematic approach. 409 This is the main contribution of our work. 410 The scope of application of our model is shown 411 in Fig. 2 . We now consider any number of arbi-412 trarily nested conditional statements, with an arbi-413 trary number of atomic conditions that involve 414 any number of data elements. The figure only shows 415 one data element per condition for simplicity. The 416 IF structures condition the execution of isolated 417 references or complete loops or nests. The restric-418 tions in the PME model of constant number of loop 419 iterations and affine indexing continue to hold. 420 Also, our current systematic strategy to model irreg-421 ular access patterns requires the conditions in the 422 code to follow an uniform distribution and to be 423 independent. This latter restriction means that the
424 probability that a given condition is fulfilled or not 425 does not depend on the verification of other condi-426 tions in the code. We expect to relax these restric-427 tions in future works. The different conditions 428 may be fulfilled with different probabilities each. 429
Two kinds of extensions are required to consider 430 irregular accesses. One is the identification of new 431 access patterns that give place to footprints not con-432 sidered by the original PME model, and for which 433 methods must be developed in order to estimate 434 their corresponding area vectors. The other one is 435 the consideration of a new kind of PMEs in which 436 reuses take place only with a given probability, 437 and whose reuse distance varies depending on the 438 behavior of the conditional sentences found in the 439 nest. We will now consider in turn these two issues. 440 3.1. Irregular access patterns
441
The two access patterns usually found in codes 442 with regular access patterns are the sequential access 443 and the access to groups of consecutive elements of 444 the same size that are separated by a constant stride. 445 Their irregular counterparts, when uniform proba-446 bilities of access are considered, are described in a 447 similar way, with the important difference that 448 now each one of the elements involved in the pattern 449 is accessed with a given probability p that is the 450 same one for every element. The modeling of these 451 new access patterns, which we detail below, depends 452 on the cache parameters. A cache is defined by its 453 total size C s , its line size L s , and its associativity 454 K. For simplicity, both C s and L s are measured in 455 elements or words of the access we are considering. 456 Two derived parameters that help simplify some 457 expressions are the number of sets in the cache, 458 N K = C s /(KL s ), and C sk = C s /K, the cache size 459 devoted to each level of associativity. 460 3.1.1. Sequential access with uniform probability 461 We denote as S sp (n, p) the cross-interference area 462 vector associated to an access to n consecutive ele-463 ments in which each one of them has a probability 464 p of being referenced. The K + 1 elements of this 465 vector are calculated as
S sp m ðn; pÞ ¼ P ðX P K À mÞ; S sp i ðn; pÞ ¼ 0 0 6 i < m; 468 where X 2 Bðn=C sk ; 1 À ð1 À pÞ Ls Þ, being B(n, p) the 469 binomial distribution 1 and m = max{0, K À dn/ 470 C sk e}. The formula is based on the fact that, on 471 average, there are n/C sk lines of the footprint asso-472 ciated to each cache set. Since this is a consecutive 473 memory region, the maximum number of lines a 474 cache set can receive is dn/C sk e, so the area vector 475 elements S sp i (n, p) for 0 6 i < m must be zero. Also, 476 because of the uniform distribution of the accesses, 477 we know that the number of cache lines per set be-478 longs to a binomial Bðn=C sk ; 1 À ð1 À pÞ Ls Þ. The 479 probability of access per line of this binomial is easy 480 to calculate, as since each individual element in a 481 cache line has a probability p of begin accessed, 482 and a line holds L s elements, then the probability 483 that at least one of the elements of the line receives 484 a reference is 1 À ð1 À pÞ Ls . Since position i, i > 0, in 485 the area vector represents the ratio of sets that 486 receive K À i lines in the access, its value will be 487 the probability the variable associated to this bino-488 mial takes the value K À i. The lowest element in the 489 area vector with non-zero probability, m, is the 490 probability the number of lines accessed is K À m 491 or more. 492 3.1.2. Access to groups of elements separated by 493 a constant stride with uniform probability 494 We denote as S rp (N r , T r , L r , p) the cross-interfer-495 ence area vector associated to an access to N r 496 regions of T r consecutive elements each and sepa-497 rated by a constant stride of L r elements, in which 498 each individual element has a probability p of being to each cache set. 506 • Since accesses really happen with a given proba-507 bility p, a second phase is needed where the differ-508 ent combinations of accesses are weighted with 509 the probability that they happen. 510 511 3.1.2.1. Calculation of the code footprint. We first 512 define the helper function pos(i) = imodC sk , which 513 calculates which position in the cache corresponds 514 to an arbitrary memory position i.
515
In a first step, the first position C i of every region 516 i that compounds the pattern mapped on a cache of 517 size C sk , is calculated as
520 In the following, CV(i) will stand for the number of 521 regions that begin in the position i of the cache. 522 Now we calculate for every cache set, 1 6 j 6 N K , 523 the number of different lines mapped to the consid-524 ered cache set j in which exactly i of their elements 525 may be referenced by this access pattern. This is 526 the set of values N(j, i), where 1 6 i 6 L s . 527
The value of N(j, i) for i < min(T r , L s ) is calcu-528 lated as In the 556 previous phase we have estimated the footprint of 557 this access pattern without taking into account the 558 probability that each element in the footprint is 559 really referenced. Let us remember that the foot-560 print is represented by the values N(j, i), which are 561 the number of lines mapped to set j that contain i 562 words affected by the access pattern. Since the 563 access to each element happens only with probabil-564 ity p, this is an upper bound of the real number of 565 lines that are accessed. This way, the purpose of this 566 phase is to estimate how many lines are really 567 accessed taking into account that the probability 568 of access to each element in the region is p. 569 Our strategy to estimate the total area vector for 570 this access pattern is to calculate the area vector for 571 each set j independently and to average them. The 572 area vector for each single set j, S j , represents the 573 distribution of probability that the access generated 574 references to l different lines mapped to this set for 575 0 6 l < K in the positions S j(KÀl) of the vector, or 576 to K or more different lines, in the position S j0 . This 577 distribution of probability is calculated from L s 578 binomial variables, X ji , 1 6 i 6 L s , where X ji is the 579 number of lines that are really accessed out of the 580 N(j, i) ones that are mapped to set j and which con-581 tain exactly i positions that can be referenced by the 582 access pattern analyzed. This way, X ji 2 B (N(j, i) ,
, where B(n, p) stands for the binomial 584 distribution. The probability of the binomial is 585 given by the fact that if in a given line only i 586 positions may be subject to access, and the access 587 to each position only happens with probability p, 588 then the probability the line has really been accessed 589 is 1 À (1 À p) i . As a result, if we define X j ¼ 590 P Ls i¼1 X ji , then the area vector for the set j can be esti-591 mated as S j(KÀl) = P(X j = l), 0 6 l < K and S j0 = 592 P(X j P K).
U N C O R R E C T E D P R O O F 593 3.2. Condition dependent PMEs
594
In order to consider the probabilities that the dif-595 ferent conditional statements that may affect a given 596 reference R in its nest hold, we extend the PME that 597 estimates the behavior of a reference R in a loop i 598 with a new argumentp. This vector contains in posi-599 tion j the probability p j that the (possible) condition-600 als that guard the execution of the reference R in 601 nesting level j are verified. If a given loop contains 602 no conditional structures, then p j = 1, which means 603 the execution in this level is unconditional. When 604 there are several nested IF statements in the same 605 nesting level, p j is the product of the probabilities 606 of holding their respective conditions. 607
We have found that F i ðR; RegIn;pÞ may take two 608 different forms when considering codes with data-609 dependent conditional statements. If the reference 610 is not affected by any conditional sentence or if 611 the variable that indexes loop i does not index any 612 of the references found in the condition(s) of the 613 conditional(s) sentence(s) that affect the execution 614 of R, then the PME takes the form described in Sec-615 tion 2.2. This kind of PME disregards its inputp, 616 which is not used in the computations. But if this 617 is not the case, this is, if the variable of the loop is 618 used in the indexing of a data array involved in a 619 conditional that controls the execution of the refer-620 ence R that is being studied, then a new kind of 621 PME must be used. From now on we will distin-622 guish both kinds of PMEs by calling the former 623 ones Condition Independent PMEs and these new 624 ones Condition Dependent PMEs.
625
Just as we did in Section 2.2, we will now describe 626 the construction of Condition Dependent PMEs for 627 references that carry no reuse with other references. 628 We will do it in two steps. First, we will develop the 629 general form of a Condition Dependent PME. This 630 PME is based on the probability that the reference 631 that is being analyzed actually accesses each one 632 of the lines of the set that the reference can poten-633 tially access during one iteration of the loop i we 634 are considering. In a second step, an algorithm to 635 derive this probability will be presented. 636 3.2.1. General form of a condition dependent PME 637 A PME must be built for each loop i enclosing a 638 reference R. The PME is basically a summatory 639 where each term is the product of the number of 640 accesses that have a given reuse distance, multiplied 641 by the PME for the lower level when the input foot-642 print corresponds to that reuse distance. When ref-643 erence R is affected by data-dependent conditionals, 644 this is, when one or more IF structures that depend 645 on data control the reference, the reuse distances are 646 not fixed. Depending on the pattern of verification 647 of the conditions that control the execution of the 648 reference, its accesses may try to reuse lines with 649 very different distances. These reuse distances will 650 have different probabilities of happening, depending 651 on the distribution of probability of the verification 652 of the conditionals that control the execution of the 653 reference. This way, the PMEs for this kind of refer-654 ences will use probabilities not only to represent the 655 miss probability for a given reuse distance, as those 656 in Section 2.2 did, but also to estimate how many 657 accesses take place with each possible reuse dis-658 tance. Notice that PMEs measure the reuse distance 659 in terms of iterations of the loop they are associated 660 to, and the unit of reuse in a cache is the line. As a 661 result, the base probability to weight the different 662 reuse distances must be the probability that the ref-663 erence that is being analyzed accesses one of the 664 lines it may potentially access during each iteration 665 of the loop i that is being considered. In general, 666 when the conditionals do not follow an uniform dis-667 tribution, a set of different probabilities for different 668 iterations and/or lines must be used. As the scope of 669 this analysis is restricted to conditionals that follow 670 an uniform distribution, in this work this probabil-671 ity is a single parameter, P i ðR;pÞ, that has the same 672 value for every iteration of the loop i and for every 673 line that R may access. This way, the condition 674 dependent PME for loop i and reference R has the 675 form
679 where L Ri is the number of iterations in which new 680 different lines would be accessed by reference R due 681 to the stride in loop i if it were not subject to condi-682 tional execution, and p i is the probability the condi-683 tional sentences that control the execution of R in 684 this loop level are true. The product of these two 685 terms gives the average number of iterations in 686 which R accesses different lines due to its stride for 687 this loop. This number of iterations must be multi-688 plied by the PME for the immediately lower level 689 evaluated with the appropriate reuse distance area 690 vector, which is what the term WMR i stands for, 691 a weighted number of misses for a reference in level 692 i. As stated before, because of the control by data- 
712 where P i ðR;pÞ, the probability that R accesses dur-713 ing one iteration of loop i one of the lines that be-714 long to its potential access pattern, is used to 715 weight the probabilities that the different reuse dis-716 tances take place. In this equation p stands for 717 1 À p, this is, the converse probability of p. Let us 718 remember that Reg i (R, n) stands for the regions ac-719 cessed during n iterations of the loop i that may 720 interfere with the accesses of R. The first term in 721 Eq. (4) considers the case that the line has not been 722 accessed during any of the previous j À 1 iterations. 723 In this case, the RegIn region that could generate 724 interference with the new access to the line when 725 the execution of the loop begins, must be added to 726 the regions accessed during these j À 1 previous iter-727 ations of the loop in order to estimate the complete 728 interference region. The second term weights the 729 probability that the last access took place in each 730 of the j À 1 previous iterations of the considered 731 loop. 732 3.2.2. Line access probability 733
The probability P i ðR;pÞ that reference R accesses 734 one of the lines that belong to the region that it can 735 potentially access during one iteration of loop i is a 736 basic parameter to derive F i ðR; RegIn;pÞ, as we 737 have just seen. This probability depends not only 738 on the access pattern of the reference in this nesting 739 level, but also in the inner ones, so its calculation 740 takes into account all the loops from the ith down 741 to the one containing the reference. If fact, this 742 probability is calculated recursively in the following 743 way:
744
• If i is the innermost loop containing R, then Fig. 5 is an optimized product of 781 matrices that contains references inside several 782 nested conditional sentences. These conditionals 783 try to avoid unuseful computations when one of 784 their inputs is a zero. 785
In order to illustrate in detail our modeling 786 strategy, we will explain step by step the modeling 787 of the matrix product code, which is the most com-788 plex one. Then, the formulas for the references that 789 experience non-regular access patterns in the other 790 two codes will be provided for the sake of com-791 plexness. Finally, we will discuss the validation 792 results. 
794
The code in Fig. 5 implements the product of two 795 matrices, A and B, which may have many zero 796 entries. As an optimization, when the element of A 797 to be used in the current product is 0, then all its 798 products with the corresponding elements of B are 799 not performed. As an additional optimization, if 800 the element of B to be used in the current product 801 is 0 then that operation is not performed either. This 802 avoids two floating point operations and the load 803 and storage of C(I,J). 804 Without loss of generality, we assume a compiler 805 that maps scalar variables to registers and which 806 tries to reuse the memory values recently read in 807 processor registers. Under these conditions, the 808 code in Fig. 5 contains three references to memory. 809 The model in [7] can estimate the behavior of the 810 reference A(I,K), which takes place in every itera-811 tion of its enclosing loops. This, way we will focus 812 our explanation on the modeling of the behavior 813 of the references C(I,J) and B(K,J), since the 814 access to A(I,K) is not conditional, and thus it is 815 already covered in previous publications. 817 The analysis of the behavior of this reference, 818 which we will call R along this explanation for sim-819 plicity, begins in the innermost loop, in level two. In 820 this level the loop variable indexes one of the refer-821 ences of one of the conditions that control the acces-822 ses of C(I,J), so the PME for this loop will be Eq. 823 (3) . As for its parameters, since S R2 = P, then 824 L R2 = 1 + N and G R2 ' 1; and p 2 is the component 825 in vectorp associated to the probability that the 826 condition inside the loop in nesting level 3 holds. 827 Also, when expanding Eq. (4) we must take into 828 account that this loop is in the innermost level, thus 829 F 3 ðR; RegIn;pÞ ¼ AV 0 ðRegInÞ. After the simplifica-830 tion the formulation is F 2 ðR; RegIn;pÞ ¼ p 2 PAV 0 ðRegInÞ.
833
In the next upper level, level one, the loop vari-834 able indexes also one reference of one of the condi-835 tions, so the same equations are to be applied. In 836 this loop, S R1 = 0, L R1 = 1 and G R1 = N, so
WMR 1 ðR; RegIn; j;pÞ.
839 In order to compute WMR 1 we need to calculate the 840 value for two functions. One is P 1 ðR;pÞ, which for 
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841 our reference takes the value p 1 p 2 , where p i is the ith 842 element in vectorp. The other one is Reg 1 (R, i), the 843 region accessed during i iterations of loop 1 that can 844 interfere with the accesses of our reference:
847 The first term is associated to the self-interference of 848 the reference we are studying. It is associated to the 849 access to P groups of one element with stride M and 850 every access takes place with a given probability. 851 This access pattern was analyzed in Section 3.1.2, 852 where the calculation of its cross-interference area 853 vector was explained in detail. The self-interference 854 area vector, which would be the one to apply in this 855 equation, follows similar steps. The second term, 856 R r (i,1,M), represents the access to i groups of 1 ele-857 ment separated by a distance M. The last term rep-858 resents the access to P groups of i elements 859 separated by a constant stride N, each individual 860 access taking place with a given probability 1
Here the cross-interference area vector 862 is used, so the explanation in Section 3.1.2 applies. 863
In the outermost level, the loop variable indexes 864 a reference used in one of the conditions. As a 865 result, Eq. (3) is to be applied again. In this case,
WMR 0 ðR; RegIn; 0; j;pÞ.
870
As before, two functions must be evaluated to 871 compute WMR 0 . They are P 0 ðR;pÞ ¼ 1 À ð1 À 872 p 1 p 2 Þ M and Reg 0 (R, i), given by
875 The first term is associated to the self-interference of 876 our reference, which is the access to P groups of one 877 element separated by a difference M and every ac-878 cess takes place with a given probability. The second 879 term represents the access to N groups of i elements 880 separated by a distance M. The last element repre-881 sents the access to PN consecutive elements with a 882 given probability. 
The first term is associated to the self-interference of 928 our reference, which is the access to PN elements 929 with a given probability. The second term represents 930 the access to N groups of i elements separated by a 931 distance M. The last element represents the access to 932 P groups of i elements separated by a distance M, 933 every access takes place with a given probability. 934 4.2. PMEs for the irregular accesses 935 in the synthetic benchmark
936
In the synthetic benchmark in Fig. 3 the only refer-937 ence that generates an irregular access pattern is 938 C(J), and it is due to the enclosing IF structure that 939 depends on a condition on B(J). The PME that 940 reflects the behavior of C(J) in the innermost loop is The PME associated to the behavior of C(J) in 948 the outermost loop, which provides the prediction 949 for the whole nest for this reference, is Tables 2-4 show the validation results for some 1020 randomly chosen combinations of the problem size, 1021 the conditional probabilities and the cache configu-1022 rations for the three codes proposed in Figs. [3] [4] [5] 1023 respectively. The columns in the three tables have 1024 the same meaning as the respective rows in Table  1025 1. Many of the combinations chosen in these tables 1026 do not belong to the set of experiments described by Table 2 Validation data for the synthetic kernel in Fig. 3 for several cache configurations, problem sizes and condition probabilities Table 3 Validation data for the CRS code in Fig. 4 Table 4 Validation data for the optimized matrix product code in Fig. 5 
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